Fellows Research Retreat 2018

When: Thurs., Sept. 13  |  Time: 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.  |  Location: JB Duke Hotel

Presentations

6:00 p.m.  Arrive and enjoy heavy hors d’oeuvres and cold beverages

6:30 p.m.  Resources at Duke to Help Launch Your Successful Research Career
            Scott Palmer, MD, MHS, Vice Chair for Research
            Highlighting the growing number of department and school resources that support research and career development of fellows and junior faculty

6:45 p.m.  My Roadmap from Fellowship to Faculty: Success Stories
            Jamie Todd, MD and Tony Sung, MD
            Junior investigators recount their divergent yet successful approaches to begin their faculty research careers—grant proposals submitted; balancing clinical time with research; scientific focus; maintaining successful work/life balance throughout fellowship and into first years on faculty.

7:05 p.m.  Lessons From My Research Career: Reflections from a Senior Physician Investigator
            Howard Rockman, MD

7:20 p.m.  BREAK

Breakout sessions — the nuts and bolts of planning for success

7:30 p.m.  Attend one of the following discussions

1.  Keys to successful grant writing
    Moderated by Cathleen Colon-Emeric, Howard Rockman

2.  How to jumpstart a career in clinical/translational research
    Moderated by Heather Whitson, Kim Johnson, Christina Watt

3.  How to jumpstart a career in basic/translational research
    Moderated by Steven Crowley, Andrew Alspaugh, Gerald Blobe

4.  How to negotiate your first faculty job
    Moderated by Cathy Wood, Manesh Patel

8:15 p.m.  BREAK (return to main room)

8:20 p.m.  Meet the New Chair of Medicine
            Kathleen Cooney, MD
            Highlights from her research career, and a vision for physician research at Duke

8:35 p.m.  Drinks, dessert, mingle